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The Lure of the Hunt
Couple turns kayaking discoveries into a unique hobby

Text and photographs by Bart A. Stump

Dale and Gail Stump of Dallastown can be found 
regularly paddling their green two-person kayak on 
the tranquil waters of Lake Redman and Lake Williams 

in York County. As they cruise along the shoreline, their eyes 
carefully scan overhanging tree branches, the underbrush and 
the tangle of roots and rocks. And, although they are routinely 
rewarded with photo-ops of birds, turtles and snakes they 
happen across, they are on the hunt for something else: lost 
fishing lures and bobbers. 

What started out as occasionally finding a snagged lure while 
on a kayaking trip has turned into a passionate hobby that 
occupies the couple’s time and their basement.

As their obsession has grown, the Stumps have incorporated 
a variety of recovery methods, ranging from using a paddle 
to coax wayward items out from under stubborn roots to 
crashing headlong into the briars of multiflora rose. Dale has 
even developed an innovative way of retrieving out-of-reach 
overhanging objects. Using a small curved garden fork attached 
to three threaded sections of metal tubing, he can reach up to 
20 feet away.

Hitting the lakes after busy fishing weekends usually gains the 
couple a handful of bobbers and three to five lures per outing. 

Retrieval of the items is only the first step. Upon returning 
home, Gail meticulously cleans their finds while Dale is in 
charge of replacing missing or damaged hooks. The final step 
of the process is displaying their discoveries in their basement.  

Bobbers by the hundreds fill various containers. They are 
sorted by size, color and style with special areas reserved for 
smiley-face and light-up ones. Lures are artistically arranged 
in long rows on small chains hanging from the rafters. Other 
lures dangle from individual pieces of fishing line hung in display 
cabinets backed by underwater scenes.

Certain lures that provide the Stumps with special memo-
ries of their retrieval are located in prominent positions. One 
such find is the small green grasshopper lure that earned Gail 
a trip to the emergency room after the lure became embedded 
in her thumb.  

Fishing lure catalogs and family-supplied gag gifts, including 
a giant-size bobber cooler and a Rapala deep-diving lure, round 
out the basement display. Since Dale and Gail started recov-
ering fishing items in 1999, their collection—affectionately 
nicknamed the “shrine”—numbers at more than 4,000 lures 
and 6,000 bobbers.  

—Bart Stump writes from York.


